
Product/Service Information 

LuxiumTM Lighting 
Bring out your Colors! 

 

Luxium Lighting 

7624SE 7th Ave. 

Portland, OR 97202 

 

Phone: 503.780.4306 

E-mail: sales@luxium.co 

Quick Start Guide  

For 

Luxium Bluetooth® 

LED Lights 

Installation 
The LuxiumTM The app is made to control 

Bluetooth capable Luxium lights. The app 

is available for free on the Apple App Store 

or on Google Play. Download the app onto 

your mobile device for convenient fingertip 

control of your lights. 

Voltage: 90VAC … 250VAC, 50/60Hz 

Power: 24W (at maximum output) 

Environmental: 5C … 45C, 10-90%RH 

non-condensing. 

Control Input:  Luxium Bluetooth app 

(for iOS and Android) 

Beam Diffuser Lenses 

The LuxiumTM DK1 

Optical Diffuser Kit is 

a set of different fil-

ters that are used to 

adjust the beam an-

gle of Luxium Lights.  

This is an excellent 

means for creating a 

smooth and uniform beam. These filters 

are easy to install on the front of the lamp 

and are held in place by the bezel ring.  

The filters are used to increase the narrow 

beam spot to a narrow or wide beam flood 

light. Useful for situations that require a 

more diffuse beam that spreads out over a 

wider angle than narrow beam spot lights.  
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Bluetooth Operation 

To control Luxium Bluetooth LED lights it is necessary 

to first install the ‘Luxium’ mobile app for Apple iOS or 

Android devices.  

After downloading the app here’s how to pair a light 

with the Luxium app. 

1. Turn on your Light. Be sure to stay near the lamp to 

ensure good wireless transmission during the setup. 

Range for Bluetooth is 30 feet. 

2. Go to the Groups page to pair with a lamp. 

3. Touch the SCAN+SETUP button. 

4. The Connect page will be displayed. 

The app will search for lamps in the 

area and show a device code for any 

ungrouped lamps in the area. 

5. Touch on the displayed code num-

ber of the lamp to assign it to a group. 

6. The group name can be edited to 

your choice once it has been created. 

Multiple lamps can be added to a group or new groups 

can be created for additional lamps. Bluetooth can 

control up to 7 lamps at once and many groups are 

possible. Lamps can also be removed from a group 

and assigned to other groups using the edit function. 

After a lamp has been assigned to a group you can 

navigate to the control page by touching on the group 

name button. 

Go back to the group page to control different lamp 

groups. 



Color Wheel Mode 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The color wheel allows the user to select any 
hue just by moving the small target circle to the 
chosen color region. 

A slider bar is available for dimming the overall 
light output level from 100% down to 0%. 

The second slider bar is used to add white to 
the color if more white or a pastel is desired. 

The top left corner contains a navigation button 
for the Direct Selection page. The top right cor-
ner has a button for Sequence Mode. 

Each lamp group can have an independent 
setting so various scene lighting conditions can 
be created. 

Direct Selection Mode 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Direct page shows two different ways to 

select colors. 

At the top are slider bars with level indicators 

for Red, Green, Blue and White components. 

By adjusting these sliders a custom blended 

color setting can be created. 

A custom color can be saved to a Set button 

in the bottom row for future recall. 

At the bottom are pre-defined color points as 

well as 5 different calibrated CCTs which are 

selected by touching the desired button. 

The Save button can also be used to store a 

chosen startup color for use on power-up. 

Sequence Mode 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sequences page has pre-defined selec-
tions for a number of different automatic col-
ored light sequences.  

Color and duration are represented on the 
circle icon buttons. 

Each sequence shows and repeats a series 
of colors until another sequence or mode is 
chosen. 

It may be necessary to return to the group 
page when leaving the sequence page so 
that the correct lamp group will be controlled. 
from the other app modes. 
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Use the SAVE button to 
store a color for startup. 

Use the SET buttons to 
store a custom color. 

Use the Color Wheel to 
select any desired color 

Use the sliders to set 
brightness and add 
white for pastel colors 

Use the color sliders to set 
a color mix just like a 4-ch 
DMX console. 

Select a sequence to repeat a series 
of colors over a set timeframe. 

For calibrated high 
CRI whites use the 
preset CCTs 


